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Abstract 
In this paper we discussed a method to carry out a roughness inspection on the surface of fuel injection 
nozzle of ship engines. The nozzles are manufactured using hot isostatic pressing (HIP) technology. 
Microscopic blowholes are likely to be created during the process of manufacturing the nozzles, which 
causes the roughness on the surface even after fine machining. The objective of this research is to 
develop a technique to detect these microscopic blowholes. Digital image processing and a 
computational system are used to measure the roughness level. Length and breadth of the blowhole is 
measured using edge detection technique associated with a Gaussian filter and then edge drawing 
algorithm is used to draw fine edges along the detected edges. Based on the difference of intensity 
gradient along x-and y-direction, the edges of the blowholes are drawn. These detected edges are used 
to measure the size of blowhole. 
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1 Introduction 
Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is a unique combination of high pressure and high temperature which 
makes it possible to produce materials and parts with substantially improved properties. The low 
sintering temperatures and the high isostatic pressure give better control of grain growth as well as 
isotropic properties resulting in superior performance characteristics. The HIP process heals internal 
cracks and porosity in sintered and cast parts. This improves the mechanical properties and reduces the 
scatter allowing greater freedom of design. That is why this process is adopted in the manufacturing 
process of nozzles for ship engines which requires high level of smoothness on the surface. As 
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mentioned HIP is used for elimination of closed porosities in castings or sintered parts, there are still 
some defects at micro level which cannot be neglected. Therefore a close and careful inspection is 
necessary to be carried out to assure the quality of the product. 
Currently, the inspection task is carried out manually by visual inspection using optical microscope 
which requires highly experienced manpower to carry out the task effectively. This research focuses 
on developing an automated inspection system which is capable of detecting defects, measure the 
dimensions of defects and make a decision whether the sample is good or bad. For this purpose we 
propose to use image processing technology for processing the data obtained from microscope. The 
sample is thoroughly scanned under high resolution microscope where it is possible to visualize 
microscopic roughness present on the surface. The roughness present on the surface can be 
characterized with edges. So in this paper we have presented edge segment detection technique with 
edge drawing algorithm. The edge segment detected is then analyzed to find the dimension, lengthwise 
and breadthwise to determine the quality of workpiece.  
2 Literature Review 
Edge detection is one of the essential steps in most of the image processing methods. Hence, it 
constitutes a very crowded set of studies in the image processing literature [1-3]. Many studies for 
evaluating the efficiency of edge detection technique have been carried out whereas some studies 
focus on improvement of the perceptual structure of produced edge maps by several post-processing 
techniques [4-10]. These methods take a binary edge map as input and try to improve the edge quality 
by performing rule-based techniques with pixel-wise templates. In these studies the smooth, 
contiguous, thin and well-localized edges are qualified as the high quality edges in these studies. Thus, 
they track and test the edge structures with the templates and try to link possible discontinuities  [5]. 
Although these methods help optimize the modal characteristics of the edges with morphological 
operations, they cannot provide a certain solution to having a high-quality edge map. 
There is also a substantial demand for detecting the edges in segment fashion. After an edge 
segment (edgel) is obtained, it can be chain-coded with the relative position vectors in between the 
consecutive edgels. Thus significant information about the geometric structure and orientation of the 
segment can be derived by analyzing the distribution and moments of the chain code. To obtain the 
edge segments using the methods as mentioned, the binary edge map should be obtained initially, and 
then a connected component analysis should be applied on the edge image. Such analysis typically 
results in segments with ragged, discontinuous and multi-pixel wide edges [7]. This is because the 
conventional edge detectors evaluate pixels in an isolated manner without considering the edge status 
of neighboring pixels and they generate edge maps consisting of discontinuous and unattended pixels. 
On the contrary, Edge Drawing (ED) is a novel detector that obtains one-pixel wide, smooth and 
contiguous edges in real-time. It works by computing a set of points most likely to lie on an edge, 
called anchors, and linking them by a set of predefined rules which we call smart routing. In other 
words, ED draws the edges by using the information derived from the image; whereas, conventional 
methods obtain the edges by filtering and eroding the image elements. The inspiration for the method 
name comes from the smart routing operation, i.e., drawing the edges between the anchor points just 
like a human would do. 
Obtaining edges in high level qualifications is not the only competence of ED, but also getting the 
edge map in vectorial fashion, i.e., array of segments instead of a 2D binary edge image. By its high-
level cognitive reasoning algorithm, ED behaves as if it has a perceptual distinguishing ability just like 
humans. Thus, it can detect edge segments as separated pixel chains even if those chains are connected 
in a complex structure, i.e. having multiple branches. 
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In the rest of the paper, system architecture of the inspection system is given in section 3, followed 
by an overview of the ED algorithm in Section 4, Segmentation results are given in Section 5, and the 
paper is concluded in Section 6. 
3 Schematic Procedure 
As shown in the figure 1, the inspection task is carried out by scanning the work piece surface for 
roughness search. Roughness is characterized by the edges, so the edges present on the surface are 
searched. On the detection of edges, the dimensions are measured for the detected edges. This way, a 
two dimensional measurement of roughness can be carried out. If the measured edges are within the 
threshold value the scan is continued whereas if the measurement exceeds the threshold value, 
intensity level of the detected edges is checked. The nozzle surface also contains some carbon deposits 
apart from roughness. Carbon deposits can be characterized by dark spots with comparatively low 
intensity. Therefore, the greyscale value of the spot can be measured and carbon deposits can be 
differentiated from the real roughness. For this purpose intensity level of the detected spots are 
measured and if the intensity value is above the threshold value the spots can be recognized as 
roughness else the spot can be carbon deposit. To make sure that the detected spot is carbon deposit 
the scan is stopped and z-axis scan is carried out with the help of 3D profilometer of the microscopic 
scanner and the 3D surface can be generated and it can be ensured whether the detected spot is actual 
roughness or just a carbon deposit. After the 3D profile is generated the z-direction value is analyzed. 
If the detected spot is ensured to be a carbon deposit the scan is continued else the work piece is 
scrapped. The process is carried out until the entire scan is completed. 
 
 
Figure 1: System architecture of defect detection system for ship
engine nozzles 
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4 Overview of Edge Drawing Algorithm 
Edge drawing algorithm mainly constitutes of four major steps: 
1. Noise reduction with Gaussian filtering,  
2. Determination of edge areas and edge direction map construction, 
3. Extraction of anchor points 
4. Linking anchor points with smart routing 
4.1 Noise Reduction 
The very first step of ED is similar to most of the image processing methods. We simply convolve 
the image with a Gaussian kernel to reduce the effect of noise. 
4.2 Finding the Edge Areas and Direction Map 
After smoothing, the first order horizontal and vertical derivatives of the image are computed to 
determine the edge areas and the edge direction map. Edge areas can be defined as the regions where 
the pixels have a gradient magnitude greater than a certain threshold. Although the Sobel operator [1] 
serves well in this task, one-dimensional simpler kernels can also be used for the sake of performance. 
Because the major efficiency of ED comes with the edge drawing procedure, various gradient 
operators, e.g., Prewitt, Scharr, etc., would also work fine. 
The horizontal and vertical gradients (Gx and Gy) are first obtained for each pixel by the derivative 
operator. Next, a gradient magnitude image is obtained by simply adding Gx and Gy, i.e., G = |Gx| + 
|Gy|. Finally, a threshold is applied to determine if a pixel lies on an edge area. In figure 3 (b) gradient 
magnitude image of the original image of roughness (a) on the nozzle surface is shown. 
Simultaneously with the gradient image computation, edge direction map is also constructed in 
order to route the linking process of anchor points at the last step. The direction map is constructed in 
the same size with the image by comparing the |Gx| and |Gy| values. The edge passing through the pixel 
is assumed to be horizontal if |Gx| < |Gy|, vertical otherwise. Direction information is not computed for 
pixels whose gradient magnitudes are smaller than the threshold. The block diagram shows the first two 
steps of the ED algorithm in figure 2. 
4.3 Extraction of Anchor Points 
The next step is the extraction of some points which must be lying on an edge with a high 
probability, called anchors. Anchors can be defined as local maxima points of the gradient magnitude 
image and are selected by scanning the image in horizontal and vertical directions. 
The density of the anchors can be tuned on demand. For instance, if only the detection of the major 
edges is desired, anchors can be extracted sparsely. If a lot of detail is required, anchors can be 
 
Figure 2: Construction of gradient magnitude and edge direction map 
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extracted more densely. Figure 3 (c) shows anchors extracted from the image with microscopic 
roughness. 
 
4.4 Linking of Extraction points by Edge Drawing 
In the last step of ED, anchors are linked together with the help of the gradient magnitude image 
and direction map with a smart routing algorithm. 
The gradient magnitude image is raster scanned for the anchor points and the first encountered one 
is picked up. Then the edge direction of the selected anchor point is checked from the direction map. 
According to the edge direction, horizontal or vertical routing is performed over the gradient 
 
(a)                              (b) 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 3: (a) Original image of microlevel roughness on nozzle surface, (b) gradient 
magnitude image, (c) anchors extracted from gradient magnitude image 
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magnitude image. During routing, neighboring pixels in the linking direction are checked, and the one 
having the greatest gradient magnitude is selected as the next hop. The routing continues until we hit 
the boundary of the thresholded gradient magnitude image or a previously computed edge segment is 
encountered. Thus obtaining one-pixel wide, contiguous and smooth edges is guaranteed. Localization 
is another important edge quality metric for edges and it is also provided by selecting the pixel which 
has the maximum response to the gradient operator. Figure 4 shows the edge results of the edge 
drawing on the roughness captured on the surface of the nozzle.  
 
5 Rough Area Segmentation 
The algorithm discussed in the previous section yields numerous fine edge segments which are in 
vectorial fashion. These edge segments having the vectorial behavior can be used to detect the 
contours connecting each of these edge segments. In this piece of work our research focused on using 
of edges obtained from above discussed algorithm to construct an exterior contour that includes all the 
edge segments scattered close to each other. Later these enclosing contours can be used for measuring 
the dimension of the rough spot.  
Region based segmentation was implemented in the result obtained from the Edge Drawing 
algorithm to draw an external contour of the rough area. In order to get external contour the edge 
result obtained from ED algorithm was firstly smoothened using Gaussian filter to suppress noise. 
Then region based segmentation was applied. Figure 5 (a) shows a section of the result obtained from 
ED algorithm in figure 4. Then using this section we calculated the external contour. Figure 5 (b) 
shows the contour curve obtained from the region based segmentation. Figure 5 (c) is the segmented 
area within the contour curve. 
The segmented region obtained is then used to measure the maximum length and the width. The 
measurement information then is used to compare with the threshold value for which rule based 
algorithm based on the experience of the quality inspector is implemented. If the roughness area is 
above the threshold value, the developed system warns the inspector by highlighting the contour curve 
with specific color. 
 
Figure 4: Anchor points linked using gradient magnitude
image 
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6 Conclusion 
In this paper a design of a microscope inspection system capable of self-decision making has been 
discussed. The image processing module is capable of measuring the dimension of the roughness at 
microscopic level and display the decision according to the rule based algorithm designed for deciding 
whether the work piece is good or bad. The level of roughness to be detected in this work is 
approximately 5 micrometer which requires highly experienced manpower if done manually. In this 
paper we tried to solve the problem of automatic detection of roughness present on the nozzle surface 
based on edge detection technique. As the roughness present on the surface are scattered we obtain 
segments of edges which increases the difficulty in measuring the size of roughness. To ease our task 
of segmentation we smoothened the obtained edges and then region based segmentation was 
implemented which could easily differentiate rough area from the rest of the surface.  
Apart from the roughness the nozzle surface also contain the carbon deposits on the surface which 
makes the inspection task more challenging. The task to differentiate between the blowhole and the 
actual roughness needs very highly experienced manpower. This research focuses on collecting the 
rules based on the experience of the inspector and designing an algorithm not only to measure the 
roughness dimension but also to develop a system capable of differentiating between carbon deposit 
and actual roughness. The number of the blow holes presented on the surface is also one of the 
inspection criteria. If the number of the blowholes below 5 micrometer are scattered all over the 
surface in high amount, the work piece will be rejected as well. Based on all  these rules we have 
 
(a)                              (b) 
 
 
(c) 
Figure 5: (a) Edges obtained from edge draw-ing algorithm, (b) 
contour curve enclosing the area of roughnes, (c) region based segment 
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designed an algorithm capable of detecting the defect on the nozzle surface without a highly 
experienced manpower. 
Contrary to the existing off-line inspection system, the developed nozzle inspection system places 
more weight on inter-process inspection system in the in-line inspection process and active detection 
and treatment of process problems which may be occurred in the manufacturing process. 
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